Skin immunization for effective treatment of multifocal melanoma refractory to PD1 blockade and Braf inhibitors
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ABSTRACT

Background Despite the remarkable benefits associated with the interventional treatment of melanomas (and other solid cancers) with immune checkpoint and Braf inhibitors (Brafi), most patients ultimately progress on therapy. The presence of multifocal/disseminated disease in patients increases their mortality risk. Hence, the development of novel strategies to effectively treat patients with melanomas that are resistant to anti-PD1 mAb (αPD1) and/or Brafi, particularly those with multifocal/disseminated disease remains a major unmet clinical need.

Methods Mice developing induced/spontaneous BrafV600E/Pten−/− melanomas were treated by cutaneous immunization with a DNA vaccine encoding the melanoma-associated antigen TRP2, with Brafi or αPD1 alone, or with a combination of these treatments. Tumor progression, tumor-infiltration by CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and the development of TRP2-specific CD8+ T cells were then monitored over time.

Results Vaccination led to durable antitumor immunity against PD1/Brafi-resistant melanomas in both single lesion and multifocal disease models, and it sensitized PD1-resistant melanomas to salvage therapy with αPD1. The therapeutic efficacy of the vaccine was associated with host skin-resident cells, the induction of a systemic, broadly reactive IFNγ+CD8+ T cell repertoire, increased frequencies of CD8+ TIL and reduced levels of PD1highCD8+ T cells. Extended survival was associated with improved TIL functionality, exemplified by the presence of enhanced levels of IFNγ+CD8+ TIL and IL2+CD4+ TIL.

Conclusions These data support the use of a novel genetic vaccine for the effective treatment of localized or multifocal melanoma refractory to conventional αPD1-based and/or Brafi-based (immune)therapy.

INTRODUCTION

Immune checkpoint PD1 mAb (anti-PD1 mAb (αPD1)) and oncogene Braf inhibitors (Brafi) represent effective treatment options for patients with melanoma or other solid cancers,1–2 but most treated patients ultimately exhibit disease progression. Intrinsic or acquired tumor resistance to these modalities is commonly observed in the clinic, limiting their overall utility.3–4

Brafi alter the tumor microenvironment (TME) by enhancing tumor antigen (Ag) presentation and T cell recruitment and local production of Interferon gamma (IFNγ), while coordinately reducing immune suppression.5–8 Brafi-resistant tumors typically exhibit defects in tumor Ag presentation and CD8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) numbers/function.9–11 Administration of αPD1 can reinvigorate ‘exhausted’ CD8+ T cells leading to improved antitumor activity and therapeutic benefits.12–14 The importance of CD4+ T cells in this revolutionary treatment paradigm is also emerging.15–22 PD1 refractory disease is generally associated with a TME characterized by: (1) increased prevalence of immune suppressor cells; (2) defects in Ag cross-presenting CD105+/XCR1+ dendritic cells (DCs); (3) limited stromal expression of CXCRI ligand chemokines; (4) lack of IFNγ signaling; (5) reduced PD-L1 and MHC I/II expression; and (6) sparse CD8+ TIL content, among others.13–14

A range of interventional strategies (eg, vaccines, costimulatory agonists, intratumoral-delivered oncolytic herpes virus, adoptive cell therapies, radiation/chemotherapy, targeted regulatory antagonists, modulators of metabolism or gut microbiome, among others) have been explored to render cancers more responsive to αPD1 or Brafi treatment.9,11,25–36 Theoretically, specific immunization is an ideal salvage approach for overcoming αPD1/Brafi resistance due to its potential to generate broadly reactive tumor-specific CD8+ T cells that are capable of attacking disseminated disease directly while coordinately reconditioning the immunologically ‘cold’ and/or immunosuppressive TME for improved immune responsiveness and receptivity to interventional immunotherapies, including αPD1 or Brafi.36–43
Spliced x-box binding protein 1 (xbp1)—an endoplasmic reticulum stress-associated factor—functions as a ‘master’ transcription factor in regulating expression of a broad spectrum of genes in a cell context-specific manner. For instance, in an ovarian cancer model, xbp1 expression is associated with the activation of immunosuppressive pathways, while its activity in immune cells is linked to protective responses against viral infection, potentiation of cutaneous autoimmune disease, activation of NK cells and macrophages, and the differentiation, survival and function of DC subsets, including plasmacytoid DC (pDC) and CD103⁺ DC.

We and others have reported the importance of intrinsic xbp1 within DC for the promotion of robust antitumor immune responses. Since heat shock protein 70 (hsp70) can be used as a carrier for targeted Ag delivery and as an ‘adjuvant’ for DC maturation to improve immune responses, ectopic gene approaches coordinately driving xbp1 and hsp70 expression (via gene therapy) have potential to further enhance the therapeutic efficacy of cancer vaccines. Indeed, we previously determined that skin immunization with cDNA encoding xbp1 and hsp70 fused to a tumor-associated antigen is therapeutic against established tumors in a CD103⁺ DC-dependent, pDC-dependent and CD8⁺ T cell-dependent manner.

In the current report, we demonstrate that this genetic vaccine approach serves as an effective salvage therapy for multifocal Braf⁶⁰⁰E/Pten⁻/⁻ melanomas exhibiting resistance to PD1 blockade and Brafi by promoting durable antitumor immunity and resensitizing these melanomas to treatment with αPD1. The therapeutic efficacy of this interventional approach was dependent on skin-resident cells and associated with the induction of broadly reactive IFNγ CD8⁺ T cell responses in the periphery and the improved fitness/function of CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ TIL.

RESULTS
Skin immunization but not Brafi effectively treats tamoxifen-induced Braf⁶⁰⁰E/Pten⁻/⁻ melanomas that are intrinsically resistant to anti-PD1 checkpoint blockade

Gene gun (GG)-mediated cutaneous immunization with cDNA encoding xbp1 and hsp70 fused to the melanoma-associated antigen TRP2 elicited durable antitumor immunity against Braf⁶⁰⁰E/Pten⁻/⁻ melanomas (figure 1). Consistent with findings from others, we observed that the conditionally induced melanomas were intrinsically resistant to PD1 blockade monotherapy (figure 1). In this model, we and others noted that melanomas also exhibited either intrinsic-resistance or acquired-resistance to Brafi (ie, PLX4032 and PLX4720) treatment (data not shown). Although Brafi-based therapy delayed the growth of Brafi-responsive melanomas initially (figure 1A), these effects dissipated on treatment discontinuation (figure 1B), suggesting the transience of the protective antitumor response promoted by Brafi treatment. Remarkably, skin immunization was effective in controlling tumor growth regardless of intrinsic/acquired Brafi-resistance status, resulting in durable antitumor immunity (figure 1A,B).

Skin immunization renders PD1 checkpoint refractory melanoma responsive to αPD1-based therapy

Since the induced Braf⁶⁰⁰E/Pten⁻/⁻ melanomas were intrinsically resistant to PD1 checkpoint blockade (figure 1), we next investigated whether skin immunization renders these melanomas responsive to treatment with αPD1 mAb. Mice bearing induced melanomas were vaccinated on a weekly basis for three consecutive weeks. One week after the last immunization, mice were randomized and left untreated, or they were administered αPD1 mAb (intraperitoneal) every other day × 4. As shown in figure 2A, treatment with the vaccine + αPD1 mAb significantly improved the overall survival of mice bearing intrinsically PD1-resistant melanomas.

Figure 1: Skin immunization but not Brafi treatment elicits durable antitumor immunity against PD1-resistant, induced melanomas. Induced melanomas were developed by topical treatment of skin with tamoxifen in B6-Tyr-CreERT2Braf⁶⁰⁰E/Pten⁻/⁻ mice. Melanoma-bearing mice were randomized into cohorts of three to five mice exhibiting comparable mean aggregate tumor size. Mice were then left untreated or they were treated (the day of first treatment was defined as day 0) by skin immunization using a GG on days 0, 7 and 14, oral administration of Brafi PLX4720 daily for 10 days or intraperitoneal injection with αPD1 mAb every other day × 4. Tumor growth and animal survival were monitored every 3 days. Data from three experiments are depicted and were statistically analyzed using a Student’s t-test (tumor size) or a log-rank test (animal survival). Mice developing spontaneous melanomas were excluded from these analyzes. αPD1, anti-PD1; Brafi, Brafi inhibitors; GG, gene gun; n, numbers of mice used in experiments.
Braf-resistant, tamoxifen-induced melanomas respond to skin immunization

Despite the intrinsic resistance of tamoxifen-induced melanomas to Brafi, Brafi promotes a proinflammatory TME, as evidenced by increased tumor Ag expression, TIL recruitment, local production of IFNγ and decreasing immune suppression.5–8 We therefore examined whether Brafi-resistant tumors would respond to skin immunization. Mice bearing tamoxifen-induced melanomas were treated daily with Brafi PLX4720 on days 0–9. On day 14, mice bearing PLX4720-resistant melanoma were then left untreated or they received a single skin immunization. (A and B) Animal survival was monitored every 3 days. Data from three (A) to two (B) independent experiments are shown and statistically analyzed. Mice bearing spontaneous melanomas were excluded from the analyzes. αPD1, anti-PD1; Brafi, Braf inhibitors; n, numbers of mice used in experiments.

Figure 2  Skin immunization renders PD1-resistant, tamoxifen-induced melanoma responsive to αPD1 mAb therapy (A). Induced melanoma-bearing mice were left untreated or they vaccinated weekly three times as described in figure 1, with a portion of vaccinated mice then administered αPD1 mAb every other day × 4, as indicated. Brafi-resistant, tamoxifen-induced melanomas respond to skin immunization (B). Mice bearing tamoxifen-induced melanomas were treated daily with Brafi PLX4720 on days 0–9. On day 14, mice bearing PLX4720-resistant melanoma were then left untreated or they received a single skin immunization. (A and B) Animal survival was monitored every 3 days. Data from three (A) to two (B) independent experiments are shown and statistically analyzed. Mice bearing spontaneous melanomas were excluded from the analyzes. αPD1, anti-PD1; Brafi, Braf inhibitors; n, numbers of mice used in experiments.

Skin immunization but not Brafi monotherapy effectively treats multifocal disease in the Braf<sup>V600E</sup>/Pten<sup>−/−</sup> melanoma model

Multifocal/dissemintated melanomas have a poor clinical prognosis; hence, there is great need to develop effective treatment strategies for this patient population. Approximately half of all Braf<sup>V600E</sup>/Pten<sup>−/−</sup> mice spontaneously develop melanomas even in the absence of tamoxifen induction (data not shown).63 Hence, after tamoxifen induction, two cohorts of melanoma-bearing mice develop: (1) an ‘induced’ group exhibiting tumors at the site of tamoxifen treatment and (2) a ‘multifocal’ disease group exhibiting tumors at the site of tamoxifen treatment and additional tissue sites involving development of ‘spontaneous’ tumors (online supplemental figure 1).

Figure 3  Skin immunization but not Brafi therapy effectively treats mice with multifocal melanoma disease. Mice bearing tamoxifen-induced melanomas were left untreated or they were treated with Brafi (A) or skin immunization (B) as described in figure 1. Animal survival were monitored every 3 days. Data from two independent experiments are shown and statistically analyzed. Multifocal melanoma disease was determined as mice bearing melanomas localized to sites of tamoxifen application+melanomas at distal non-induction sites (A and B). Mice bearing induced melanoma resistant to Brafi therapy were excluded from the analyzes (A). Brafi, Braf inhibitors; n, numbers of mice used in experiments.
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To determine the differential impact of skin immunization BrafV600E/Pten−/− mice bearing induced versus multifocal disease, these cohorts were treated with the vaccine or Brafi. As shown in figure 3A, Brafi treatment of the induced cohort of mice, but not multifocal disease cohort, resulted in a slight extension of overall animal survival. In contrast, skin immunization equitably extended overall survival in both cohorts of animals (figure 3B).

**Prophylactic skin immunization controls tamoxifen-induced melanoma development in BrafV600E/Pten−/− mice and sensitizes mice with multifocal disease to αPD1-based immunotherapy**

To examine the ability of skin immunization to prevent the development of tamoxifen-induced melanomas or multifocal disease in BrafV600E/Pten−/− mice, animals were first vaccinated, then left untreated or treated topically with tamoxifen to induce local tumor formation. Induced/spontaneous melanoma incidence and growth and the overall survival of animals were then monitored over time. Prophylactic vaccination significantly but only slightly reduced the incidence of tamoxifen-induced melanoma development (figure 4A) but had minimal impact on the spontaneous melanomas developing distal to sites of tamoxifen application (figure 4B). Skin immunization also appeared to preferentially control the growth of the induced but not multifocal melanomas and only extended the survival of mice bearing melanomas restricted to sites of tamoxifen induction (figure 4C).

To determine whether prophylactic skin immunization renders (intrinsically αPD1 resistant) multifocal melanoma disease responsive to subsequent αPD1 treatment, mice were cutaneously vaccinated, with tamoxifen then applied topically to induce melanomas on day 0. Skin immunization was repeated twice on days 7 and 14. On day 28 when conditionally induced melanomas were detected in the skin, αPD1 was administered every other day × 4. In the setting of multifocal melanoma disease, mice receiving both skin immunization + αPD1 treatment survived longer than mice receiving only skin immunization (figure 4D).

**Skin immunization improves therapeutic efficacy over DC cell-based therapies**

We previously reported that therapeutic efficacy of skin immunization depends on: (1) skin migratory CD103+...
DC in transplanta\-ble mouse models of melanoma, breast carcinoma and glioma and (2) systemic CD8 + T cell responses. 58 We also demonstrated that ex vivo-generated bone marrow (BM)-derived DC genetically engineered with our cDNA vaccine construct serve as an effective therapeutic agent after intraperitoneal delivery against transplanted subcutaneous 4T1.2-Neu breast carcinomas and GL26 gliomas, 58 a finding that we have also recently corroborated in subcutaneous GL26 glioma models (online supplemental figure 2).

To compare the therapeutic potential of skin-targeted versus adoptively transferred DC genetic vaccines in our Braf V600E /Pten−/− melanoma models, mice bearing tamoxifen-induced melanomas were treated a single time with skin immunization or the DC/genetic vaccine delivered intraperitoneally, i.d. or intratumoral. Remarkably, the sustained therapeutic benefits observed in mice receiving the skin immunization could not be replicated using any of the DC-based vaccine approaches (figure 5), suggesting the superior (bio) efficacy of vaccine-accessed skin resident cells including dermal migratory CD103 + DC58 in the observed therapeutic benefits associated with skin immunization.

The therapeutic efficacy of skin immunization relies on broadly reactive CD8 + T cells and their extended survival/persistence in the TME

To better understand mechanism(s) underlying treatment benefits associated with skin immunization, we monitored IFNγ +CD8 + T cell frequencies in the skin tumor-draining lymph nodes (tdLN) of mice receiving skin versus DC-based genetic immunization. Although the DC-based vaccine failed to protect mice (figure 5), substantial numbers of IFNγ +CD8 + T cells were identified in tdLN receiving either immunization regimen (with no significant difference between groups but a trend towards superiority of skin immunization; figure 6A).

These data suggested that the magnitude of the vaccine-induced IFNγ +CD8 + T cell response was not a discriminator for differential vaccine antitumor efficacy. Indeed, recent reports suggest that susceptibility to apoptosis among CD8 + TIL restricts their therapeutic effectiveness. 64, 65 To examine the differential fitness of CD8 + TIL in mice treated by the skin versus DC-based genetic immunization, apoptotic Caspase 3 negative (Caspase 3−) IFNγ +CD8 + TIL were monitored post-treatment by flow cytometry. While a comparable increase of CD8 + T cells was observed in mice treated with either vaccine (data not shown), skin immunization preferentially resulted in accumulation of ‘healthier’ Caspase 3−IFNγ +CD8 + TIL versus DC/genetic immunization (figure 6B).

Others have questioned the ability of single Ag-based vaccines to elicit a broadly reactive CD8 + T cell repertoire capable of mediating therapy benefits against antigenically heterogeneous populations of tumor clones in the setting of visceral disease. 41, 43 To determine whether skin immunization leads to Ag spreading in the antimalanoma CD8 + T cell repertoire, single-cell suspensions of spleens were isolated from treated mice and then restimulated in vitro with MHC class I-presented peptide epitopes derived from vaccine Ag TRP2 or non-vaccine (but melanoma-associated) Ags gp100 and TRP1. An H-2K b-presented peptide epitope derived from ovalbumin (OVA) was used as an irrelevant specificity control. As expected, both immunization protocols resulted in the expansion of TRP2-specific CD8 + T cells. However, only CD8 + T cells from mice treated by skin immunization recognized the non-vaccine melanoma Ags gp100 and TRP1 (figure 6C).

When taken together, these data suggest the improved operational fitness of TRP2-specific TIL after skin immunization leads to corollary rounds of T cell cross-priming in tdLN, culminating in Ag-spreading in the therapeutic CD8 + T cell repertoire association with superior treatment outcome.

Therapeutic efficacy of skin immunization is associated with superior CD4 + and CD8 + T cell infiltration in the TME

To further understand mechanism(s) for the superior bioefficacy of skin immunization, we focused on treatment-evoked changes in tumor-infiltrating CD8 + T cells and CD4 + T cells, which have recently attracted attention in the context of effective αPD1-based immunotherapy. 15–22 Skin immunization increased tumor-infiltration by CD8 + T cells in both the tumor margin and core (figure 7A,B), consistent with observed IFNγ +CD8 + TIL persistence (figure 6C). Skin immunization also resulted in fewer CD8 + TIL cells expressing a high PD1 (PD1 hi) phenotype (figure 7D,F), which has been linked to poor prognosis in patients with cancer. 86–88 Although skin immunization did not result in a change in numbers of CD4 + T cells at the tumor margin, it resulted in significantly decreased numbers of CD4 + TIL in the tumor core (figure 7A,C). Unlike their CD8 + counterparts, these latter
CD4+ TIL failed to exhibit a reduction in PD1 expression (figure 7E,G). In our melanoma model, large numbers of intratumoral CD4+ T cells are Foxp3+CD4+ T cells (Treg),62 which exhibit enhanced suppressive activity.69 Thus, the reduced levels of CD4+ TIL in the tumor core of animals receiving skin vaccination could reflect fewer Treg and a less immunosuppressive TME. Furthermore, accumulated evidence suggests that IL2 signaling in the TME favors responsiveness to PD1 blockade.70–73 As shown in figure 7H,I, skin immunization resulted in the recruitment of increased levels of IL2+CD4+ TIL in the tumor core, which may at least partially explain the ability of skin immunization to convert PD1-resistant tumors into αPD1-responsive tumors (figures 2A and 4D).

**DISCUSSION**

Melanoma resistance to current frontline treatment regimens, including Brafi and checkpoint inhibitors, remains an impediment to achieving durable objective clinical responses in most patients. Consensus views suggest that such treatment resistance may be overcome via conditioning regimens/vaccines that promote the induction and maintenance of tumor-specific CD8+ T cell responses in vivo, particularly those within the TME (ie, CD8+ TIL).

Although skin is considered a highly immunogenic organ and a seemingly ideal anatomical target for immunization,74–75 most cancer vaccines introduced into the dermis have yielded minimal clinical benefit. We have recently developed a skin genetic vaccine platform enabling local expression of xbp1/hsp70 and tumor Ag cDNA, which effectively controls tumor growth in a skin CD103+ DC-dependent, pDC-dependent and CD8+ T cell-dependent manner in diverse mouse tumor models.57–58 In the current report, we provide novel findings supporting the ability of this vaccine strategy to overcome tumor resistance to Brafi and/or PD1 checkpoint blockade in multifocal disease models of melanoma reflective of patients with multiple primary disease sites/disseminated disease. In the tamoxifen-induction model, developing melanomas are poorly infiltrated by CD8+ TIL (61, figures 6B and 7A,B), which may explain their observed intrinsic resistance to treatment with αPD1 (figure 1), known to

---

**Figure 6**  The therapeutic efficacy of skin immunization is associated with a broadly reactive CD8+ T cell response and enhanced CD8+ T cell fitness in the TME. Mice bearing induced melanomas were left untreated or they were treated once by the skin immunization or the DC/genetic immunization (as in figure 5). Twenty-four days later, mice were intravenously injected with brefeldin A, and after 4 hours, single cells of skin tdLN (A) were stained with anti-CD8 on the cell surface and stained intracellularly for IFNγ. Single cells from tumor enzymatic digests (B) were stained with Fixable Viability Dye (for excluding dead cells), anti-CD45, anti-CD8, anti-IFNγ and anti-Caspases 3 and analyzed by flow cytometry. IFNγ+CD8+ T cells in total CD8+ T cells of tdLN and intratumoral Caspases3 IFNγ+CD8+ T cells among live CD45+CD8+ gated cells from five mice from independent experiments are reported and statistically analyzed. In some experiments, splenocytes recovered from mice not receiving preparative injection of BFA were restimulated with peptides: mouse TRP2180–188, gp10025-33, TRP1222-229 or OVA257-264 for 3 days (C). The concentration of IFNγ in the culture supernatants was then measured by ELISA. Data from three independent experiments are depicted and statistically analyzed. DC, dendritic cells; tdLN, tumor-draining lymph node.
require a proinflammatory TME at baseline.61 Remarkably, we observed that mice bearing αPD1-resistant melanomas when treated with skin immunization became responsive to subsequent αPD1 therapy (figure 2A). We believe that this may be due to the ability of skin immunization to facilitate tumor-infiltration and the enhanced fitness of responder CD8+ TIL, resulting in their extended survival and antitumor functionality within the TME (figures 6B and 7A,B,D,F). Since frequencies of IFNγ+CD8+ T cells in tdLN isolated from mice receiving skin versus DC-based genetic immunization were comparable (figure 6A), the inferior therapeutic benefit associated with the latter approach likely reflects the inability of treatment-induced T cells to mediate sustained effector function within the TME.

Recent data support intratumoral T cell apoptosis as a mechanism restricting the antitumor immune protection of the host.64,65 Indeed, we noted a superior fitness phenotype for IFNγ+CD8+ TIL (Caspase 3’ IFNγ+CD8+ T cells) in mice treated by skin versus DC-based genetic immunization (figure 6), which was associated with superior therapeutic efficacy. This enhanced fitness among vaccine-induced CD8+ TIL cells after skin immunization was also associated with spreading of the host T cell response to include recognition of melanoma Ags (gp100, TRP1) not included in the vaccine (figure 6), which we did not observe in mice treated with DC-based genetic vaccine. Hence, the efficacy of vaccines to best control multifocal disease in our melanoma models appears to be associated with the development of broadly reactive CD8+ T cell responses and enhanced IFNγ+CD8+ TIL survival. We hypothesize that skin immunization results in access to highly stimulatory dermal DC capable of priming highly fit type 1 CD8+ T cells that, on arrival in the TME, facilitate the secondary recruitment and activation of cross-presenting XCR1+DC76–79 and skin resident CD103+ DC. This then leads to corollary expansion in the CD8+ T cell repertoire in tdLN.

There is accumulating evidence supporting the translational/clinical importance of vaccine-induced, tumor Ag-specific CD4+ T cells in treatment outcomes.80 CD4+ T cells have also recently attracted attention in the context of effective αPD1-based intervention, despite a lack of consensus on their relevant mechanism(s) of action.15–22 In the current model, large numbers of CD4+ TIL appear to represent Treg-mediating enhanced suppressive activity.62,69 Skin vaccination appears to yield

**Figure 7** Therapeutic efficacy of skin immunization is associated with a favorable tumor infiltration by CD4+ and CD8+ TIL with improved fitness/functionality. Mice bearing induced melanoma were left untreated or they were treated by skin immunization (as described in figure 1). Two weeks after the last immunization, a portion of the tumor was frozen and analyzed by IF. One representative of three independent experiments using three (untreated) to six (treated) mice yielding similar results depicts CD45+CD4+ and CD45+CD8+ T cells at the margin and in the tumor core (A). Numbers of CD45+CD4+ and CD45+CD8+ T cells at the margin and intratumor per field from three independent experiments in (A) are quantified and statistically analyzed (B and C). At the time of harvest, tumor tissues were also digested and resultant single cells cultured in the presence of brefeldin A. After 4 hours, the cells were stained with anti-CD45, anti-CD8, anti-CD4 and anti-PD1 (surface) and anti-IL2 (intracellular) and subsequently analyzed by flow cytometry. Dead cells were stained with Fixable Viability Dye eFluor780. One representative result from three independent experiments performed using three to six mice depicts PD1+CD8+ TIL (D), PD1+CD4+ TIL (E), and IL2+CD4+ TIL (H). Frequencies of cells expressing PD1 high (PD1hi), intermediate (PD1int) or low (PD1lo) among CD4+ or CD8+ T cells in the live CD45 gate (FVDeFluor780+CD45+)(F and G) and of IL2+CD4+ TIL in the live CD45 gate (FVDeFluor780+CD45+)(I) are shown and statistically analyzed. IF, immunofluorescence; TIL, tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte.
a less suppressive TME via reducing intratumoral Treg numbers, while coordinately increasing numbers of IL2+CD4+ T cells (figure 7H,1) predicted to be inherently more responsive to PD1 blockade (figures 2A and 4D). A new clinical study shows that a cancer neoantigen vaccine eliciting epitope spreading in combination with αPD1 treats advanced solid tumors.81 We are currently investigating this paradigm and its impact on treatment outcome in our checkpoint-resistant multifocal disease models using combination regimens including the skin immunization ± αPD1 checkpoint blockade.

Since Braf treatment-resistant melanomas respond to skin immunization (figure 2B), we also plan to further investigate the therapeutic impact of Braf treatment in combination with the skin immunization for possible translation of this approach into the clinic. In this light, it is important to note that combined treatment with Braf, Meki and αPD1 has been recently shown to generate potent therapeutic responses in the transplantable SM1 (BrafV600E) melanoma model58 and that treatment of patients with advanced-stage Braf-mutant melanomas have displayed encouraging responses to treatment with this combination regimen.62 Hence, we also plan to investigate the therapeutic efficacy of skin immunization combined with Braf+Meki in future studies.

In summary, we reported the xbp1/hsp70-driven TRP2 genetic skin immunization effectively promotes durable antitumor immunity against PD1 (and Braf)-resistant, multifocal melanoma and that this treatment sensitizes PD1-resistant disease to corollary (re)treatment with αPD1 mAb-based immunotherapy. Although the defined mechanisms of action for effective skin immunization remain incompletely resolved, the therapeutic efficacy of this approach requires the participation of skin-resident cells in support of the development of broadly reactive antitumor CD8+ T cell responses, enhanced CD8+ TIL infiltration and fitness and improved levels of IL2+CD4+ TIL. We believe this novel skin immunization strategy has the potential to more effectively treat melanoma patients with multifocal/disseminated disease in combination first-line interventional approaches or as a salvage approach after progression on αPD1-based and/or Braf-based regimens.

**Vaccines**

DNA vaccine (for skin immunization): plasmid DNA encoding xbp1 and hsp70 fused to TRP2 was described previously77 36 and was purified using EndoFree plasmid kits (Qiagen) following vendor’s instructions (Qiagen) (Valencia, California, USA). GG bullets were made from plasmid DNA (120µg) and gold microcarriers (60µg; 0.6 or 1µm diameter; Bio-Rad) per the vendor’s instruction and stored at 4°C in the presence of desiccant pellets.

DC vaccine: DC were generated from BM of naïve B6 WT mice (male or female, 6–8 weeks) as reported previously.57 58 On day 6 of culture, CD11c+ DC (2×10⁶) purified from non-adoptive cells using anti-CD11c microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec) (CD11c+ DC purity >95%) were transfected with 7µg endotoxin-free vaccine DNA using an Amaxa mouse DC Nucleofector kit (Lonza) following the vendor’s instruction and cultured in RPMI 1640 media supplemented with 10%FBS, 2 mmol/L glutamine and 1× antibiotic/antimycotic solution without maturation factor(s). After 2 days, DC were gently collected and resuspended in endotoxin-free 1× PBS (Sigma) immediately prior to injection.

**Therapies**

Braf mutant melanomas were induced by topical application of 4-hydroxytanoxifen (4HT) (H6278, Sigma) to male or female B6-Tyr-CreERT2BrafCAFtenlox/lox mice.58 63 69 Melanomas also spontaneously develop in the skin of these animals due to ‘leaky’ Cre recombinase expression and activity on a genetic background favorable to tumor formation, which was carefully monitored.

Melanomas were allowed to progress to a mean tumor size of ~4mm in diameter, at which time animals were randomized into cohorts exhibiting comparable mean tumor size. Mice were then left untreated or they were treated as follows with detailed time courses provided in individual figure legends (the day of first treatment was defined as day 0):

**A.** DNA vaccine (four bullets per immunization per mouse) was cutaneously delivered using a GG with a Helios GG system (Bio-Rad) following the vendor’s instruction once (day 0) or three times weekly (days 0, 7 and 14) at the preshaved abdominal skin of mice.58 DC vaccine (2.5×10⁵ DC in 10–50µL endotoxin-free 1× PBS) was delivered using an insulin syringe once (day 0) via intraperitoneal, i.d. or intratumoral;

**B.** Braf PLX4032 (ChemieTek, 50mg/kg) or PLX4720 (Selleckchem, 30mg/kg) was administered by oral gavage daily for 10 days;

**C.** αPD1 (clone RPM114; BioXcell; 250µg) was injected intraperitoneal every other day × 4; and

**D.** Combinatorial treatment with DNA vaccine (A) and αPD1 (C).

Tumor incidence and growth were monitored every 2–3 days, with tumor size was estimated as the product of the longest tumor axis × shortest tumor axis.
of orthogonal measurements determined using a digital slide calipers (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA). Mice were euthanized when the induced melanoma or the sum of multifocal disease (induced <spontaneous melanomas) reached 2 cm in mean diameter or when the mice exhibited distress due to metastatic disease (metastases are detected in dLN and lung; all induction treated mutant mice developed metastases in regional dLN).

Prevention
B6-Tyr-CreER<sup>T2</sup>Braf<sup>CaPten<sub>lox/lox</sub></sup> mice (male/female, 3–4 weeks) were vaccinated three times on a weekly basis (ie, days 0, 7 and 14, with the day of first treatment defined as day 0). On day 0, mice were topically treated with 4HT to induce local melanoma development. Tumor incidence, growth and animal overall survival was monitored as described above. Combinatorial treatment with DNA vaccine and αPD1 is described in figure legends.

**CD8<sup>+</sup> T cell responses**
Twenty-four days after the treatment, representative mice were intravenously injected with Brefeldin A (BFA; 250 µg/200 µL 1× Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS); Sigma, B-7651) for in vivo intracellular cytokine detection by flow cytometry. Eighty Four hours later, single cells from tdLN were preincubated in FACS staining buffer (1× PBS, 0.5% FBS, 2 mM EDTA) containing 1% Fc Block (BD Biosciences) on ice for 5 min and subsequently stained with anti-CD8-Alexa Fluor700 (Biolegend) for 30 min on ice in the dark, and then washed, fixed and permeabilized with perm/fix buffer (eBioscience) and intracellularly stained with anti-IFNγ-PE (XM1G1.2) (BD Biosciences) for 15 min on ice in the dark. At the same time of performing these experiments, single cell suspensions of TIL were obtained and stained with Fixable Viability Dye eFlour 780 (for excluding dead cells), anti-CD45-PerCP/Cy5.5, anti-CD8-Alexa Fluor 700, anti-IFNγ-PE and anti-Caspases 3-BV605 (C92-605) (Invitrogen, BD Biosciences, Biolegend) as described above. After three final washes using FACS staining buffer, cells were resuspended in 500 µL 1% Paraformaldehyde (PFA) and analyzed by flow cytometry. Flow Data were acquired with an IMM Fortessa flow cytometer using BD FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences). Compensation was performed on the IMM Fortessa flow cytometer at the beginning of each experiment. Data were analyzed using FlowJo v10 (Treestar, Inc). In another set of experiments on the same time course, splenocytes (1×10<sup>6</sup>) from mice without injection of BFA were restimulated in 500 µL RPMI-1640 culture medium (CM) (10% FBS, 2 mmol/L glutamine and 1× antibiotic/antimycotic solution) in 48-well flat plates with 2 µg/mL of individual synthetic peptides: mouse TRP2<sub>180-188</sub> (SVYDFFVWL), gp100<sub>25-33</sub> (EGRNQDWL), TRP<sub>222-229</sub> (TARYRHYLL), or OVA<sub>257-264</sub> (SINFEKL) as an Ag-specific control (University of Pittsburgh Peptide Synthesis Core; AnaSpec, Inc) at 37°C 5% CO<sub>2</sub> for 3 days. The concentration of IFNγ in the culture supernatants was then measured using a cytokine-specific ELISA (BD Biosciences).

**Immunofluorescence (IF) staining**
Fresh tumor tissues were harvested and immediately frozen in Scigen Tissue-Plus O.C.T. compound (Fisher Scientific) covered with liquid nitrogen cooled 2-Methylbutane (Sigma). Frozen samples were sectioned (7 µm) using a Cryostat at −20°C and mounted on Poly-L-lysine-coated adhesion glass slides (Thermo).

To perform IF staining, slides were fixed in PBS containing freshly prepared 2% PFA at room temperature (RT) for 20 min, and then washed three times for 5 min each with 1× PBS. Protein blocking was then performed using a blocking buffer (1× PBS with 1% BSA (Sigma), 0.3% Triton 100 (Sigma), 5% mouse serum (abcam), 5% Rat serum (STEMCELL), 5% goat serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch) and 2.4G2 (1/100) (BD Biosciences)) for 1 hour. This was followed by treatment using a AVIDIN/BOTIN blocking kit (VECTOR). Sections were incubated with Avidin solution for 15 min. After rinsing with 1× PBS, sections were subsequently incubated with the biotin solution for 15 min. After washing with 1× PBS and then removing the blocking buffer by aspiration, antibodies diluted in perm buffer (1× PBS with 1% BSA, 0.3% Triton 100) were added and then incubated in humidified chamber overnight (16–18 hours) at 4°C. Samples were washed three times for 5 min with 1× PBS and an appropriate secondary species-specific antibodies were then incubated for 1 hour at RT in perm buffer. After washing in 1× PBS three times for 5 min, sections were mounted with mounting solution with DAPI (abcam) at RT for 5 min, before the application of a cover slip and storage at 4°C. The following antibodies were used in the staining: Alexa Fluor 647-CD45 (30-F11, 1/50, Biolegend), Alexa Fluor 488-CD45 (36-F11, 1/100, Biolegend), Alexa Fluor 488-CD4 (GK1.5, 1/100, Biolegend), Biotin-CD8 (53–6.7, 1/200, eBio-science), and Streptavidin-Cy3 (1:3000, Jackson ImmunoResearch).

Fluorescence images were captured using an ECLIPSE E800 microscope at 20× zoom and processed with SPOT software. DAPI (blue), CD4-4F488 (green) and CD45-4F647 (red) were displayed. In another panel, DAPI (blue), CD8-Cy3 (red) and CD45-4F488 (green) were displayed. Alternate adjustments were done in SPOT by modifying RGB histograms to sharpen the images. Finally, images were merged to show CD45+CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells or CD45+CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells as yellow. Quantification of T cells in tumor margin vs core was performed using ImageJ and Fiji software.

**Tumor-infiltrating T cells**
Tumors were minced and digested with 1 mg/mL collagenase D, 1 mg/mL hyaluronidase and 1 mg/mL of excitotoxic compounds.
DNase (Sigma) in RPMI-1640 CM (10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 μM beta-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1 mM non-essential amino acids, 1x antibiotic, 10 mM HEPES) and incubated at 37°C in a shaker at 250 rpm for 60 min. Cell suspensions were harvested by grinding and passage through a 70 μm cell strainer. After washing three times with 1x PBS, cells were cultured in a 48-well plate with 400 μL RPMI-1640 CM in the presence of 10 μg/mL Brefeldin A (BFA) for 4 hours. Surface and intracellular staining were performed using Fix & Perm Cell Permeabilization Kit (Life Technologies) and following antibodies: anti-CD45-PercpCy5.5 (30-F11, BD Biosciences), anti-CD4-BV750 (GK1.5, Biolegend), anti-CD8-BUV373 (53–6.7, BD Biosciences), anti-PE-Cy7 (J43, In vitrogen), and anti-IL-2-BV421 (JES6-5H4, Biolegend). Dead cells were stained with Fixable Viability Dye (FVD) eFluor 780 at the same time. After three final washes using FACS staining buffer, cells were resuspended in 500 μL 1% PFA and analyzed by flow cytometry using an Aurora flow cytometer.

Statistics

Immunological and tumor size data were statistically analyzed using Student’s t-test (GraphPad Prism, La Jolla, California, USA). Animal survival data were analyzed for statistical significance using log-rank test (GraphPad Prism) and presented in Kaplan-Meier survival curves. P < 0.05 is considered to be statistically significant.
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